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Novice 
TC 65 (203578→SE) to  TC 66 (196575)             AR 
 

137   146   122 

Expert 
TC 65 (203578→SE) to  TC 66 (196575) AR 
 

122   146   137 

Three spotheights for the Novices to pass through, and they are shown in order (though it doesn’t 
say so).  This is relatively straightforward (as long as you are not too distracted by the SH122 in 
GS 2157) at least until you get to the correct SH122 in GS1955. 
 

Turning right and right to get back to TC66, you have to plot a route to avoid SH137 (because 
you have already passed a SH137 in GS 2156) and SH131 (because it is not mentioned at all).  
A bit of chicanery via the broad yellow and Ballygowan House gets you to the Control. 
 

It’s the same instruction (including 
the target TC location) for the 
Experts, though the SH’s are in a 
different order.  Again, it doesn’t say 
whether or not they are in order but 
the starting point is usually to 
assume that they are. [Note: the 
next version of the Regs will clarify 
this]  On that basis your eye catches 
the SH122 in GS 2157.  From there, 
a loop away and  back to the yellow 
to avoid SH131 takes you to the red 
road, and there is a SH146 in a loop 
to the south of that road, before 
crossing it again and turning right to 
pick up the SH137 on the way to 
TC66. 
 

But that route doesn’t go because 
there is no break in the central  

 

 

reservation at the first junction with the dual carriageway red road, so you cannot turn right there 
and left takes you off the map. 
 

If you spot that you cannot join the red road, you have to take the route which passes SH137 
first, so you now know that the SH’s are not in order.  There are duplicates of all of the SH’s in 
the vicinity, so you may have to hunt a bit for the correct route through the other two, but it is 
there, also remembering to avoid both the second SH137 and the SH131.    
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